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  by WALTER RANKIN

June 2020 BPCA Meeting

Mr. Wanner reported that we’re working on a solution to the back gate 
closing at night that will allow EMS and emergency services access through 
that gate 24 hours a day. It has since been EMS and emergency services 
access through that gate 24 hours a day. It has since been reported that we 
will be putting yelp sensors on the gate. When an emergency vehicle hits the 
yelp siren, the gate will automatically open and close behind the vehicle. 

Denise Hindes is heading up the Search Committee to find a replacement 
for our recently departed General Manager. During the interim, Debra has 
assumed the role of General Manager. 

Yours truly gave the Bay Point West update, stating that letters continue to 
go out regarding the need to improve the appearance of some properties.  
We’re rapidly approaching a new phase. Beginning in July, the number of 
warning letters will decrease substantially to be replaced by letters informing 
the owners that they have been fined. It has become clear that some property 
owners will not respond to our letters by improving their lawns;, we will 
begin assessing fines starting at $150. Property owners who do not pay 
the fine and do not begin to improve their lawn, will have additional fines 
assessed eventually leading to the placement of a Lien on their property. We 
have no desire to fine people but have no choice when they refuse to abide by 
the Bay Point covenants, restrictions and or rules. 
 
Mike Williams gave the Canal Report informing us that the annual meeting 
of the Canal and Waterfront Association will be held July 18th . They will 
also have an election to fill three vacant positions on their board. They 
are sending out letters to the owners whose seawalls need repairs and are 
continuing to plan for dredging parts of the canal in the near future.

Dan Matthews reported that Architechx, our support contractor, is working 
with WOW and Gorrie Regan to stabilize the entire RFID and gate network. 
Architechx is also in the process of reviewing all of the BPCA Personal 
Computers that are in use and have recommended that we replace one due to 
its age. Longer term, we’re working to create an enterprise-wide Information
Technology single network that services the administrative, financial, 
security and Post Office functions. This will bring all of our computer users 
under a single IT management approach with common security, backup and 
operational processes.

                   (continued on page 2)

Bay Point West Annual Meeting Held on June 20th

     by WALTER RANKIN

The Bay Point West Annual Meeting kicked off at 9:00 a.m. on the 20th  of 
June 2020 in the BPCA conference room. The good news is that we did have 
a quorum based on proxies. Thanks very much to everyone who sent their 
proxy! Only a few were able to attend because we had to limit the number 
of people in the Conference Room to 50% ocupancy based on the guidance 
provided by the Governor of Florida. We did provide a phone number to call 
in and participate via phone, which several people did.

We went through the agenda fairly quickly by closing the balloting, approving 
the agenda, as well as the minutes of last year’s BPW annual meeting. 

Jay Foote gave the Treasurer’s Report citing the following facts.

 ●  Checking Account Balance:  $17,090.83
 ●  Savings Account Balance:   $118,384.26
 ●  Total funds available:          $135,475.09

We then voted to carry over all excess funding from fiscal year 2020 into 
fiscal year 2021. This is required by law to avoid having to pay federal taxes 
on the end-of-year balance.

We then talked about the 2021 budget. We expect to earn approximately the 
same amount of money this year as last year, with the possible exception 
of fines. We are observing a few hard-core property owners who won’t take 
good care of their lawns. We have been very patient with people because 
of the damage brought to us by Hurricane Michael. But now is the time to 
begin issuing fines. If property owners pay the fines, this income line will 
increase--but if they ignore the fines, our income will not increase until they 
are ultimately paid. This may take a year or two because the process is slow.

We expect our expenses to increase in the areas of grass cutting, administra-
tive support and legal fees. We are cutting more and more grass for people 
who won’t take care of their own property. Every time we cut the grass for 
someone, there is a $150.00 service fee in addition to the actual cost of the 
work. Both the Architectural Review Committee and Roads and Grounds 
Committees are very busy these days and the workload is becoming a burden. 
We need and are looking for someone to attend the meetings, take notes 
and prepare the meeting minutes and agendas for the next meeting as well 
as prepare and mail many of the letters. This will be somewhat expensive 
but cannot be helped, given the number of property owners who need to 
be motivated to care for their properties. We expect legal fees to increase 
because we will be filing lawsuits against the property owners who will not 
follow the rules and/or keep their property cut. In the long run the property 
owners will have to pay our legal fees and court costs, but until then we will 
have additional expenses.

The ARC Report included an increase in the number of projects that we 
approve every month and a reminder that ARC approval is needed for most 
exterior property modifications. There is a $150.00 fine levied for each 
unapproved project started. 

The Roads and Grounds Committee reported that an unacceptably large 
number of property owners are not taking care of their yards and the general 
appearance of their homes. Each case is different but we are ready to start 
fining owners.

The floor was then opened for owners’ comments. One owner suggested 
we make the ARC project request form fillable online to make it easier for 
owners to prepare and submit. We will look into that. 
       (continued on page 2)

Our regularly scheduled BPCA meeting was held on June 8, 2020. After 
everyone stood and recited the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag, it was 
established that we had a quorum. President Wanner opened the meeting 
by asking for property owners’ comments. There were no comments from 
the audience.

After we approved the agenda--amended to add a couple of topics, and 
the consent agenda, Denise Hindes gave the Financial Report, informing 
us that BPCA will soon be sending everyone with delinquent accounts 
(unpaid assessments and/or fines) a letter informing them that we intend 
to put a Lien on their property.The remainder of the report from the 
Finance Committee just contained routine business.

Mr. Wanner gave the President’s Report, telling us that negotiations toward 
acquiring both golf courses continue. We have engaged a land use consulting 
company, Woods and Partners, to assist us in our negotiations and planning 
for how best to use our properties in the future. He reported that the Post 
Office renovations are complete and we’re working on getting a new postage 
machine. He also said we have hired a new hourly employee, Danny Del-
Pilar. Please welcome Danny when you are in the Post Office.
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MEN’S GOLF . .  .  by  Jeff Marti

“The only time my wife and I had a simultaneous orgasm was when the 
Judge signed the divorce papers.”  --Woody Allen

In a sign of increasing confidence in defeating the pandemic, or perhaps just 
a sigh of resignation, the Bay Point Men’s Golf Association resumed monthly 
tournaments in June, kicking off the re-start with an evil little format called 
alternate shot. 

When this is played in mixed couples tournaments, it is often called the 
Divorce Open. Players are matched in pairs and then put into groups 
consisting of approximately the same total handicap. Play begins by both 
players teeing off and then picking the best drive, at which point the 
unselected player hits the second shot and so on until the ball is in the hole.

 Usually the pairs consist of one fairly accomplished player and one less so. 
The natural result of the format is that the less talented player is afforded the 
pleasure of hitting the second shot from the middle of the fairway while 
the more talented player is given the opportunity of hitting the next shot 
from behind a tree, or in the weeds, or after a drop from the water. In short, 
both players get to play a game with which they are unfamiliar. This can 
result in some testy exchanges between partners. For example, Bill is a 4 
handicap and his partner Bob is a 22 handicap. After Bill has put Bob in a 
perfect spot to hit the green and make birdie and Bob shanks it into the lake, 
Bill can’t stop himself from loudly commenting that his grandmama could 
have made a better shot, and she’s dead.
 
MGA June tournament winners in Group 1 were Fagan/Davison. Group 2 
resulted to fisticuffs, but they turned out to be unsubstantiated. 

If you are interested in joining MGA for further events, go to mgabaypoint@
gmail.com.  ■

June BPCA Meeting - (continued from page 1)

June BPW Meeting - (continued from page 1) 

Another owner complained about the PODS that are still on some properties 
and made the point that the PODS can be stored somewhere else while the 
interior of the house is being repaired. We stated that this is a BPCA duty and 
were told that BPW needs to drive BPCA to act.
     We also had a suggestion that we start using Smartweb software to make 
and track all of our letters and documents.  It sounds like an interesting 
concept so we will look into it.
      An owner who participated via telephone was forcefully suggesting that 
BPW should sit down and negotiate (not the word that was used but the 
implication was evident) with the owners who live on the golf course that 
have built fences higher than the rules allow. The only BPW response was 
that we intend to enforce our rules. The Meadows golf course is a mess! We 
still expect it to be brought back to a wonderful golf course by the new owners 
once it is sold. We, of course, cannot guarantee anything but even if it isn’t a 
golf course, it will be a beautiful park worthy of the view. It is very premature 
to throw out the rules and have everyone building fortifications 
around their property.
      There were other questions about the golf course and the ponds located on 
them. The owners are cutting the fairways but I don’t expect much more than 
this until it is sold. 
     The last item of business was the election of four Board members. The 
elected individuals were: Denise Hindes, Steve Hord, Walter Rankin and 
Dean Resch. The meeting was adjourned and a subsequent meeting planned 
for Wednesday evening to select officers. The officers selected are:
     President:  Jay Foote
     Vice President:  Steve Hord
     Secretary:  Jennifer Handy
     Treasurer: Denise Hindes

     Congratulations to eveyone who was elected and selected!
     I will conclude by thanking the 2019-2020 BPW board members and 
committee members for their selfless work in helping the BPW community 
rebuild after Hurricane Michael. THANK YOU! We really couldn’t have 
done it without you!  ■

Carl Selph reported for security that the number of speeding citations is 
down. He said parking enforcement is being enhanced to help eliminate 
illegal on-street and off-street parking.  He then discussed the enforcement of 
underage driving on the Bay Point roads. There’ve been several near misses 
between cars and golf carts driven by young people who do not have a driver’s 
license. We really must do something to stop underage drivers from operating 
golf carts on Bay Point Roads before there is a tragedy.  Therefore, in the 
future when an underage, unlicensed juvenile is stopped for operating a golf 
cart, two citations will be issued. One to the juvenile driver and one to the 
adult owner of the golf cart for allowing the juvenile to drive the cart in 
violation of BPCA rules. Please do not allow an unlicensed individual to use 
your golf cart. This is a matter of life and death.
 
There was a short discussion about how to prevent people from abusing Bay 
Point employees with their childish, loud and often profane complaining 
about tickets and/or letters that they have received and don’t like. These 
people abuse the office staff, gate guards and security personnel with their 
foul and obnoxious language. We did not make a decision at this meeting but 
we are seriously considering publishing the names and addresses of these 
individuals, and what they said, in hopes that we can shame them into better 
behavior. If you are one of these people, please show respect for all BPCA 
employees. . . They are only doing the job we hired them to do.
 
We also approved a motion at this meeting to allow John Townsend and his 
law firm to provide legal representation for both BPCA and Bay Point Harbor 
Villas.  ■

Dan Matthews also reported for the Infrastructure Committee. He said the 
committee is continuing to work with various contractors to complete the 
design and eventual building of a new resident’s gate house. A reserve study 
was initiated during June and is expected to be complete in September. The 
study will produce a “useful life survey” of all Bay Point assets. This will be 
used to ensure that we set aside the funding required to maintain and/or 
replace the assets in a timely manner.
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There is a national consensus that those living in a gated community are 
less likely to experience a crime committed by an unknown person than 
those who do not live in a gated community. The benefit is estimated to be a 
staggering 60% improvement in security. 

However, in addition to the financial cost, there is another cost that 
cannot be accounted for in dollars alone: you must surrender a bit of your 
independence when you move into a gated community. There are Rules and 
Regulations, association fees, traffic control concerns, property use issues, 
building extensions and repair issues, control of pets, noise levels and other 
considerations that must be taken into account. Many of the issues can be 
solved by obtaining permission or permits from the master organizations 
such as the BPCA, BPW or other associations within Bay Point, and herein 
lies the rub. 

People moving into Bay Point usually move here for a specific reason or 
reasons; generally they move here because it’s beautiful, private, quiet, 
close to the beach, clean and safe. However, as with most things in life, if 
there is fine print, you should read it. If you purchased a brown house and 
decide to paint it pink, you must get permission from the association; even 
if you decide to repaint your house in the same color brown, you need the 
association’s permission! The same logic is applied to roofs, additions, repairs 
and so on….read the fine print! 

You can use any contractor you wish but the contractor must register with 
the BPCA, so before you finalize a contract, make sure the contractor has 
registered with the BPCA. Too many times Security is directed to shut 
down a work site because no permit was issued; when we arrive, it is often 
clear that the project would have been approved if the owner had requested 
ARC approval; however, Security has no authority to grant a reprieve or to 
modify a stop work order. So we shut the project down and no one--including 
Security--is happy. 

Bay Point Security is the enforcement arm of the BPCA. Our job is to enforce 
the Associations’ rules and regulations--and when there is a dispute with an 
action taken by a Security Officer because of a citation issued, we do not have 
the authority to negotiate a different outcome; that can only be accomplished 
by the BPCA Appeals Board. So if you wish to contest a citation, you must 
contact the Bay Point Community Association and set up a meeting with the 
Appeals Board. The Appeals Board is independent from the BPCA Board and 
they are very good at understanding both sides of a problem and coming to 
an equitable and just conclusion.
 
We have received several complaints concerning traffic delays at the Thomas 
Drive Gate because the guard is in the process of making a non-RFID vehicle 
turn around. Usually the complaints are accompanied by a simple solution: 
allow the vehicle to pass through the gate with a stern warning to not come 
to this gate again. Well, for the first month we manned the gate, that was our 
policy, but what we found was that the same vehicles, plus a few more, would 
show up each day wanting to exit the Thomas Drive Gate. Before we began 
manning the Thomas Drive Gate, the average enter/exit traffic load was in 
excess of 2,000 vehicles a day. With that in mind, we cannot allow the traffic 
load to increase by allowing non-RFID vehicles through that gate because of 
the affect it has on Thomas Drive, so those vehicles have to turn around and 
exit from another gate.

Most of the comments we receive about our Security Officers and how they 
conduct themselves are positive, but every once in a while we receive a 
negative comment--and we take those seriously. We emphasize over and 
over again to all of our Security Officers the need to remain professional and 
conduct themselves in a civil manner. So if you have a problem concerning 
the demeanor of a Security Officer, let us know and we will discuss the 
situation with the Officer and use that information to improve our operation. 

We are, after all, in addition to a security force, a service organization that is 
meant to help in any way all of the residents within this community.  ■         

Security Repor t  .  .  .  by  Jim Moore
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LADIES GOLF . .  .  by  KATHY ARENT

The LGA ended our regular season June 3rd with a Scramble 
tournament, annual meeting, and short celebration outside at President 
Brenda Hatfield’s house. 

Thanks to our officers who did such a great job this season and have 
agreed to serve one more year: President Brenda Hatfield, Vice 
President Lori Battles, and Secretary/Treasurer Sherry Summers. Also 
many thanks to Jimmy Hatfield, our baker and goody maker!  Kathy 
Arent won the most improved golfer award for the season. 

We will continue to play through the summer for those who are 
around. Also, if you are a new golfer, Lori Battles organizes the Tuesday 
afternoon group ParTee time. They have a clinic with DewSweepers or 
play a few holes. 

Winners for this past month are:

 5/27 Blind 3 - 1st Brenda Hatfield, 2nd- Terry Marti

 6/3   Scramble team winners - Brenda Hatfield, Lori Battles,       
          Terry Marti, and Sherry Summers

 6/10 Least Putts 1st - Gwen Hedrick, 2nd- Kathy Arent

 6/17 Points Game Front 9, 1st tie- Gwen Hedrick & Kathy Arent,  
   +Back 9, 1st- Brenda Hatfield 

 6/24 Blind 3- 1st Sherry Summers, 2nd Terry Marti.   ■
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THE BUNCO BABES

The Bunco Babes were so happy to be back together on Tuesday, June 2nd. 
The event was hosted by Susie Ralls in her beautiful condo, and the food was absolutely delish. 

As always, tremendous amounts of fun and laughter.
      --Rosa Lewis
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From left, are McKenna, Shane, Lisa and Lucca Merz. Lisa is Dee Pasquale's 
daughter and Lynne Sforza's sister. They drove from Colorado to Bay Point to 
visit for two and a half weeks at the beginning of June. It was a rare opportunity 
to spend that much time here because the girls' normal summer activities are 
canceled due to the virus, and Shane was able to do most of his work by phone 
and on computer.

It took 6 hours on Captain Anderson's big fishing boat to catch the Merz 
family’s haul of redfish. They were hoping for more but at least they caught 
something, and said it was a fun and different (non-Colorado) experience.   ■

CONRATULATIONS, GRADUATE!!

LILLIAN FONTAINE
DAUGHTER OF JOHN AND STACY FONTAINE

AHS CLASS OF 2020
GRADUATE WITH DISTINCTION (4.0+)

SHE WILL BE ATTENDING FSU IN THE FALL OF 2020

  2020 GRADUATES:  If you would like to have your photo and      
  information in the August 2020 issue of this paper, please send us  
  a photo, what school you graduated from, and any other information  
  you’d like to include. Thanks!

CONCERT IN THE PARK
June 26, 2020
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The last gathering of the “Women Who Wine” was held at Rosa Lewis’s home. 
As usual, a great time was had by all the ladies!

WOMEN WHO WINE
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The Bay Point Women’s Club is excited to begin their 2020-2021 year! We 
are now accepting new members and inviting ALL ladies from the Bay Point 
community and surrounding areas to join us in our quest to give back to our 
community and get to know one another. 

The BPWC hosts a luncheon on the second Tuesday of each month 
September-May (except November & December) at 11am. This year’s 
locations are yet to be determined, but last year we had the pleasure of 
meeting at C-Level, Grand Marlin, Shrimp Boat, Firefly, and Runaway 
Island.

In November, we host our annual charity auction. There is both a silent and 
live portion, and it includes lunch and a cash bar. All money raised goes 
directly back to local charities.

In December, we have our Christmas Tour of Homes. The ladies decorate 
their golf carts and are invited into several members’ homes to enjoy their 
beautiful holiday decorations, hors d’oeuvres, and a glass of wine.

In February, we host our annual Rose Tea. This is typically held at Firefly 
and all new members are welcomed and receive a complimentary lunch.

In the spring, the Bay Point Women’s Club hosts the Easter Egg Hunt 
and Easter Sunrise Service. We also present scholarships to children or 
grandchildren of active members who are beginning their college careers.

In addition to the philanthropic aspect of being a member, we also know 
how to have fun! The BPWC has several “social engagements” including 
dinner clubs, art clubs, book clubs, libation clubs, and bunco groups.

It truly is a wonderful way to get involved and get to know your neighbors. 
We sincerely would love to have each and every one of you, whether you’re 
new to the neighborhood or have lived here for decades, or whether you’re 
young or just young at heart. Please consider joining this worthwhile group 
of talented ladies!

For an application, please visit the Bay Point Post Office, or call or email 
Teri Hord at (850) 866-1642 or teri.hord@yahoo.com and one can be sent 
directly to you. You can also visit our Facebook page for more information. 

Congratulations to our 2020-2021 Executive Board!

  President: Teri Hord
  1st Vice President: Rosa Lewis
  2nd Vice President: Courtney Kinney
  Treasurer: Amanda Foote
  Secretary: Michelle McCall
  Past President: Laura Webber

     WOMEN’S CLUB               by TERI  HORD
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Bay Point Women’s Club Membership 
Application Form - 2020-2021

Please check one:       
I am a
New Member  _____ 
Past Member   _____

Last Name: _______________    First Name:___________

Husband’s Name (if applicable): _____________________

Mailing Address: _______________________________

City:_________________State:______ Zip Code: ______

Street Address: ______________

Out of Town Address (if applicable): __________________

Home Phone:_____________Cell Phone:_____________

Email Address: _______________________

Birthday (Month/Day: ___________________________

Please check one:
My meeting notification preference is: 
Email:___________  Phone:____________

Interested in being a hostess for a monthly meeting? _______
Month preferred: __________

Please complete this form & return it with your check, made out 
to BPCA  for $35.00, and mail it to: Bay Point Women’s Club
        Attn: Membership
        P.O. Box 27045
        Bay Point, FL 32411-7045

If you would like a permanent name tag, please add $15.00 to 
your dues, for a total of $50.

Please print EXACTLY how you want your name tag to read:

__________________________________________

Board Use Only:
Date Received:
Payment: cash  check  other
Amount: $                   Check #
Added to Phone/Email List

COMMITTEES

Auction:______

Budget: _____

Bulletin Board: _____

Christmas Tour of Homes: ____

Easter Egg Hunt: ______

Easter Sunrise Service: _____

Facebook : _______

Historian:_______

Holiday Food Drive: ______

Publicity:______

Parliamentarian:_______

Photographer: ________

Reporter/Publicity: _____

Scholarship: ________

Sunshine: ________

Telephone: ________

Welcome: ________

50/50 Tickets: ______

Please put a check next to the committees and/or 
social clubs you have an interest in joining.

CLUBS

Art Club:  ______

Book Clubs: ____
   Bay Point Bookies
   Bookers of the Night
   Happy Bookers

Community Activities:____

Floral Arrangements:____

Gourmet Clubs:_______
    Couples Dinner Group

Hot Toddies: _______
  
Jewelry Making: _____

Libation Clubs: ______
    Women Who Wine
    Women Who Wine Too
    Spirited Ladies  
    Booze N Babes

Needlework Clubs: ______
    Knitting Circle
    On Point Quilters

Paper Crafts: ______

Other: ______

Looking for a  DOG WALKER or  HOUSE SITTER?
Call Susan at 850-596-1228

References Available
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 I was born during the depression to a family that was by any standard poor. Like many others we raised chickens, grew a garden and so on; 
so, while there was never any money, we made certain we had plenty to eat--and for the most part that was all that mattered. I was always 
interested in my surroundings and took note of the things I thought were unique. For example, like many people at that time, we did not have 
an electric refrigerator but instead had an ice box--and so it was that a couple of times a week the iceman would arrive in his horse-drawn cart, 
sweep the sawdust off the ice and carry it up the stairs and deposit a block of ice in our ice box. In addition we had one other entrepreneur that 
refused to join the 20th century and that was the rag and junk man, who also sharpened kitchen knives. He too had a horse-drawn cart with cow 
bells strung across the front of his wagon to announce his arrival in the area. People would run out with knives to be sharpened, bundles of rags 
and junk he would take with him and sell to a junkyard to make a living. We also had two families in town who seldom had enough money to pay 
their light bill, so they relied heavily on coal oil lamps for light and that made their house appear spooky in the evenings. In the late summer of 
1941, the iceman announced that he would not be delivering ice any more, so my mother took cream from the cows and made and sold enough 
butter to buy a Philco refrigerator that once plugged in did not stop running until 1988. 

By the time I was 8 years old, certain things were self-evident. My family advanced from an ice box to an electric refrigerator while the world 
developed engineering and technological marvels that included the Atom bomb. The 20th century was most certainly the age of significant 
change--more so than any other 100-year period since the demise of the Dinosaurs; and documents such as the Declaration of Independence 
and later the Constitution remained alive and served the nation well for 132 years.

I began to realize by the time I entered high school how incredible it was that such a small group of imperfect men could so eloquently seek 
perfection in a set of governing documents that represented the hope and aspirations of all mankind. No document ever conceived to govern its 
people before or since has been put into use and remained uninterrupted as the government controlling document for such a long period of time.

Discussions began on June 11, 1776 for independence when a committee, consisting of John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, 
Robert R. Livingston, and Roger Sherman were appointed to draft a Declaration of Independence. In his Autobiography, written in 1805, Adams 
states that the committee of five decided upon “what the declaration was to consist of” and it then appointed Jefferson and himself to form a 
sub-committee to write them down. It would turn out later that Jefferson and Adams have two completely different versions of what happened.
Adams says: “Jefferson proposed to me to make the draft, I said I will not; You shall do it. Oh no, Jefferson said! Why will you not? You ought 
to do it. I will not Adams said. Why? Reasons enough. What can be your reasons Jefferson inquired? Reason 1st. You are a Virginian and a 
Virginian ought to appear at the head of this business. Reason 2nd. I am obnoxious, suspected and unpopular; you are very much otherwise. 
Reason 3rd. You can write ten times better than I can.” “Well”, said Jefferson, “if you are decided, I will do as well as I can.” Adams said, “Very 
well, when you have drawn it up, we will have a meeting.”
 
Jefferson’s version is completely different. In a letter to Madison in 1823 he writes:
Mr. Adams’ memory has led him into unquestionable error. At the age of 88 and 47 years after the transactions, . . . this is not wonderful. Nor 
should I . . . venture to oppose my memory to his, were it not supported by written notes, taken by myself at the moment and on the spot. . . 
The Committee of 5 met, no such thing as a sub-committee was proposed, but they unanimously pressed on myself alone to undertake the 
draught. I consented; I drew it; but before I reported it to the committee I communicated it separately to Dr. Franklin and Mr. Adams requesting 
their corrections;. . . and you have seen the original paper now in my hands, with the corrections of Dr. Franklin and Mr. Adams interlined 
in their own handwriting. Their alterations were two or three only, and merely verbal. I then wrote a fair copy, reported it to the committee, 
and from them, unaltered to the Congress. In any event while the final text of the Declaration was completed on July Forth the Declaration of 
Independence was not signed until August 2, 1776. After the signing of the Declaration of Independence the committee of 5 was charged with 
overseeing the reproduction of the approved text. This was completed at the shop of Philadelphia printer John Dunlap. On July 
5, Dunlap’s copies were dispatched across the 13 colonies to newspapers, local officials and the commanders of the Continental 
troops. These rare documents, known as “Dunlap broadsides,” predate the engrossed version signed by the delegates. Of the 
hundreds thought to have been printed on the night of July 4, only 26 copies survive. Most are held in museum and library 
collections, but three are privately owned. By July 9, 1776, a copy of the Declaration of Independence had reached New York City. 
With hundreds of British naval ships occupying New York Harbor, revolutionary spirit and military tensions were running high. 
George Washington commander of the Continental forces in New York, read the document aloud in front of City Hall. A raucous 
crowd cheered the inspiring words, and later that day tore down a nearby statue of George III. The statue was subsequently 
melted down and shaped into more than 42,000 musket balls for the f ledgling American army.

Thomas Jefferson and John Adams were the last surviving members of the original American revolutionaries who stood up to 
the British Empire and forged a new political system in the former colonies. However, while they both believed in democracy and 
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, their opinions on how to achieve these ideals diverged over time and for a while their 
friendship was strained.

On July 4, 1826, at the age of 90, Adams lay on his deathbed while the country celebrated Independence Day. His last words 
were, “Thomas Jefferson still survives.” He was mistaken; Jefferson had died five hours earlier at Monticello at the age of 83.
These two great men dueled with pen and paper after renewing a failed friendship, and for the next 14 years they remained close. 
Fittingly, they both died July 4th, 1826, marking the 50th anniversary of our independence.   ■

Independence Day Celebration 
by Jim Moore
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LETTERS/EMAILS/OPINIONS

On behalf of Jerry Van Hooser and myself, we would like to 
personally thank the many Bay Point residents who supported us 
in our recent efforts to provide 24/7 access for emergency vehicles 
via the “Back” Thomas Drive gate. Although we encountered 
considerable resistance from the Bay Point Board of Directors (they 
initially voted our proposal down and refused to meet with Jerry 
and myself), we persevered. We developed a petition addressing 
the fact that the iron “Back” Thomas Drive gate is closed and locked 
between the hours of 11 p.m. - 5.a.m. with no Bay Point Security 
at that location. Our genuine concern, as well as many other Bay 
Point residents, was that because of this situation, Police, Fire 
Department and Ambulance personnel could not enter that gate 
between the hours of 11 p.m. - 5 a.m.  

During this process, Jerry and I reached out to a large number 
of Bay Point residents, as well as various county officials, traffic 
engineers, EMS, law enforcement officers, plus doctors and 
surgeons living in the Bay Point community, all who wholeheartedly 
supported our cause. Everyone understood the importance of 
rapid emergency response, whether it be a medical, fire or police 
emergency. 

Despite numerous efforts for Jerry and I, as well as Captain 
Moschella (of the Bay County Fire Department), to meet in person 
with the Bay Point Board of Directors, our requests were repeatedly 
disavowed. I requested and was granted a meeting for Jerry and I 
to meet with the new Bay Point General Manager, Alan Dubross, on 
Tuesday, May 26th. However, for unknown reasons, Mr. Dubross is 
no longer employed by BPCA.  

At the May Bay Point Board meeting (held Monday May 11, 2020), 
a Bay Point resident who reportedly attended that meeting relayed 
that although Jerry and I were both on the agenda to discuss the 
back gate, we were never formally invited. Jerry, in fact, went to the 
meeting and was turned away, stating they already had 19 people 
and could not have any more attendees. (I wasn’t sure what this 
had to do with it since according to Covid-19 mandates, only groups 
of 10 or less are permitted.)  The same aforementioned resident 
further stated that during the meeting, President Bill Wanner 
commented that he never uses the back gate, so didn’t see the value 
in having it accessible 24/7. One Board member did express the 
legal concerns associated with locking out emergency vehicles. 
Moreover, it was purportedly communicated to Jerry that during 
this meeting, the Board approved improvements to the “Main Gate” 
(on Delwood Beach Road) for up to $700,000. Where did the health 
and safety concerns of the Bay Point residents fit into this?

Nonetheless, and as I have reiterated above, in repeatedly refusing 
to meet with Jerry and I (along with Captain Moschella of the 
Bay County Fire Department), it appears that the Bay Point 
Board of Directors genuinely does not care what the Bay Point 
citizens feel are important issues. The Board ultimately met with 
Captain Moschella; however, Jerry and I were not able to attend 
this meeting. This is more than disheartening to say the least 
and certainly does not promote a feeling of living in a community 
wherein residents are welcome to voice their concerns in person and 
democracy is valued.           --Rosa Lewis

I sent the following to ‘Administration’ on the Bay Point website, as 
it was the only vehicle that I could find (other than individual board 
member’s email addresses) where a resident of Bay Point could get 
answers to questions we may have regarding important issues facing 
our community. Since I learned via Bay Point News that the recently 
hired General Manager quit, I don’t know who ‘Administration’ is. 
Actually, I don’t know if the board of directors is ‘Administration’ or 
if the general manager is ‘Administration’. Regardless, I have had no 
response. 
 
I selected Bay Point West as the neighborhood, but my query involves  
all of the Bay Point community.  
 
At the BPCA annual meeting, a new general manager was introduced. 
As reported at the meeting the search for a new GM was extensive. 
Now, I realize that we no longer have a person in that position and 
I am curious as to why the residents of Bay Point have not been 
privy to this change of events. Perhaps I have overlooked a source of 
information where this was announced but after searching the website, 
Bay Point News, President's Quips, the advertising magazine that Bill 
Wanner uses to address Bay Point residents and so on, I cannot find 
any information related to this issue.  
 
How long did we have a new GM and why is he no longer in that 
position? And more importantly what happens next? Has the search 
for a new one begun and when does the board expect to have someone 
in place? While I realize the Post Office issues are important, I hardly 
find them to be as critical as having someone in place to address 
the overall affairs of the community. Has the board taken on the 
responsibilities of the GM and all that implies? 
 
Since writing the above, I have learned that we do have an acting 
General Manager but I learned that by calling the BPCA office on 
Monday, June 23. Prior to making that call, I searched the Bay Point 
website for minutes of the board meetings for 2020, thinking that 
perhaps those minutes would provide the information I wanted. 
There are no minutes recorded for January through June 2020 on the 
website. The person who answered the phone did not know anything 
about the minutes. I am certain that appointing an acting General 
Manager required a vote of the board and minutes should address the 
search for a new one. The person answering the phone assured me she 
would get back to me about the minutes. I await that call. 
                --Rosemarie Brooks

Letters to the Editor:

The golf course sprinklers that soak the roadway every night are also 
covering automobiles with paint-damaging well water. Please direct 
them where they belong—on the grass.
             --Gina Clemens
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     My good friend, Jane Moore, called and asked if I had a story for the July
issue of Bay Point News. I agreed, so here goes . . .
     In this time of confinement for most of us, and since I am close to 96, I 
am staying at home. I even wear a mask and gloves to our post office. 
     Well, my story is about how good our God is and has always been to me.
Since I lost my husband, Wilson, three and a half years ago, after a happy 
marriage of 73 years, plus three years as high school sweethearts, I feel truly 
blessed.
      I started doing artwork again and now have two walls filled with my 
paintings, which I give to friends. Not only do I stay busy with my paintings, 
but I have made some wonderful friends.
     With my two dear sons living in Arizona and Virginia, good friends mean 
a lot. Two of these wonderful friends are Bev and Tom Fagan and dog, Beau. 
They treat me like their mother. They took me with them when we evacuated 
for Hurricane Michael, and had me stay at their home until power was 
restored. We visit back and forth frequently and I take treats to Beau.
      I have two neighbors who have helped me on many occasions: Jack 
Kennedy and Brian Cotter. A member of the Board, Walt Rankin, helped me 
get a new computer and installed it after my old one got a virus. He has also 
become a friend.
     My newspaper carrier leaves my paper at my garage door. My garbage 
men from Nates pick up my garbage at my garage door. I also reward them 
with homemade cookies or candy.
     My neighbors all watch out for me, and my firend, Tricia Poteet, former 
Ofrice Manager for Bay Point, visits me frequently and stayed with me 
through out-patient surgery after Wilson died.
     My latest blessing has been new friends who stayed at his father and 
mother’s home next door for two weeks. They are Kenny and Angela Sheets 
and her sister, Kathy, and little dog, Buddy--a precious little dog. They left 
yesterday for their home in Georgia but will be back in August. They came 
over morning and evening each day for lovely long visits on my covered back
porch. I also bought special treats (puparoni) for Buddy. He runs over and 
sits next to me on the outdoor chaise.

     I live in my home, take care of myself, use my computer daily, and still 
ride my adult trike every evening. How many people my age are so fortuate!!  
I have no aches or pains. I am a survivor, having survived Stage 4 cancer 
of the tongue at age 85 (now 11 years). My diet now consists of liquids and 
puddings as a result of the cancer treatments but I live a good life.
     Only God could make all of this happen, and I thank him every single day.
                                                            --Marilyn Summers

GOOD FRIENDS AND A BLESSED LIFE

The dusty Saharan air passes over Panama City Beach.
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  In an Emergency, call 911 first, then Bay Point Security at 234-0124 

IMPORTANT  TELEPHONE  NUMBERS
  BPCA OFFICE .................  234-2727

  BAY POINT MARINA ....  235-6911

  BAY POINT NEWS .........  235-3579

  BAY POINT POST OFFICE. 233-1058

  BAY POINT SECURITY .. 234-0124

BAR 72 .................................. .  230-8860

TENNIS PRO SHOP.................  588-8202

CLUB MEADOWS PRO SHOP  235-6950
       
GOLF RESERVATIONS ..........  235-6909

SHERATON HOTEL ................. 236-6000

Keith Connor
513-919-8167

William Wanner, Pres.
708-1769, 890-2879

Denise Hindes, Treas.
234-2727

Don Connor
867-6317

Jose Velez
625-1117

Walt Rankin
588-2652

Carl Selph, 1st V-P
238-2108

     Debra Haydn, cam - Assst. General Mgr. - dhaydn@baypointflorida.org.
     BPCA Office Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 234-2727  (After hours: 234-0124)
     BPCA Office Staff:
          David Renneker, Comptroller - accounting@baypointflorida.org
          Wenda Higham, Admin. - admin@baypointflorida.org

    Director of Security: Jim Moore - 527-7090

Subscriptions to this Bay Point 
paper are available to non-residents 
for $10 a year. Please send temporary 
or permanent address changes to the 
BPCA Office, Box 27578, Bay Point, 
FL 32411. 

Emails/Letters to the Editor Policy 
Content must pertain specifically to the Bay 
Point community, address issues not indi-
viduals, and tone must be civil. Emails and 
letters may be edited for space and clarity, 
and editor reserves the right to select for pub-
lication a representative letter from several 
submitted on the same subject & to solicit 
letters to balance opinion. Editorial Leave photos, articles, 

letters to the editor, news or calendar 
events on the doorstep of 397 Wahoo 
Road, or email baypointnews@
comcast.net or call 235-3579. Please 
be sure to include your name and 
phone number.

BAY POINT NEWS
P.O. Box 27578, Panama City, FL 32411-7578 

  Bay Point News is published once a month by Bay Point News LLC  for all 
Bay Point homeowners and visitors to Bay Point and the Sheraton Bay Point Resort.

Editor 
  Jane Moore
Copy Editor
Diane Rogers

 Production
  Jim Moore

Advertisers 
For rates & information, email 

baypointnews@comcast.net 
or call 235-3579

Hope Abbott
Kathy Arent
John Harris
Teri Hord
Rosa Lewis

Contributing Writers

Jo Ann Day, Secretary
850-236-9728

Dan Matthews
703-628-6211Linda Corcoran, 2nd VP

251-554-7617

COASTAL BAY LAWN CARE
Commercial & Residential

Landscaping Design & Installation
Bay Point references on request.

Jamie Pickett - 850.625.4320

The appetizers range from 9.95 to 14.95, the salads from 4.95 to 11.95, the 
pastas from 14.95 to 19.95, seafood and meat - 19.95 to 32.95. They also 
have Gourmet Pizza from 14.95 to 19.95.  (I have been told the Pizzas are 
very good.)  They also have a Bambino -- Children’s menu. Reservations are 
accepted!      Bella Roma 
           11535 Hutchinson Blvd.
                  (850) 249-1340
                   Open 4-10 p.m.

“TUSCANY RETURNS!”
Some of the most memorable experiences Dotsy and I had were in the
Tuscany region of Italy. Beautiful countryside, loving people and outstanding 
couisine! It was delightful when a bit of Tuscany came to Panama City in the 
form of the Dolce restaurant--and equally saddening when Hurricane Michael 
took it from us. However, the food of Tuscany has now most fortunately 
returned with a flourish and in the same location. 

 Bella Roma, Tuscan Grill has recently opened and I found the food delightful. 
It features the cooking of Guglielmo’s Tuscan Style Cooking. He also has 
several other restaurants in the Destin area, all quite successful. His menu 
features “true authentic Northern Italian style cooking ...using only the 
freshest ingredients available along with a touch of love from our chefs.” Yes, 
this is straight from their brochure, but it was superbly backed up by what I 
experienced there.
 
I threw my diet to the wind when I ate there to give several items a try as a 
sacrifice to give you a better feel for the menu. Thank me later when you see 
me waddling into the post office, the place we all meet. I decided to try 
several items to get a feel for the variety of items offered. 
 
Before I go into the dinner, I need to praise the dipping oil that came out 
immediately. Kathrine from the Ukraine  delivered it as soon as I ordered and 
it may seem strange to rave about it , but the spices she mixed into the really 
good Itilian olive oil was excellent - to my taste. Yes, I did over indulge!  

To give you a good feel for the food offered (notice: this is all for you!), I even 
started with an appetizer of Fried Cheese Ravioli with a super red dipping 
sauce. I followed it with Insalata Caprese, which, if you don’t know, consists of 
sliced vine-ripened tomatoes, layered with mozzarella and basil. (Ever since I 
first had this in a small town just north of Naples, this has been a favorite.) It 
did not disappoint!  

As my main course I chose Linguine Pescatore pasta with clams, mussels, 
shrimp, scallops, and fish, sautéed with garlic, olive oil, and a crushed plum 
tomato red sauce. You have a choice of the red sauce or a white wine sauce, 
but I chose red since I had started with red on my appetizer. It was very 
good and accompanied the seafood selection perfectly to my taste. Being 
somewhat of a purist, I selected an Italian wine from Montepulciano (been 
there too). Unfortunately, I was unable to tackle a dessert for you--had to stop 
somewhere!
 
Then being more than adequately satiated, I decided I’d end with an Italian 
degistivo to aid my digestion. I meant to order my favorite Compari with soda 
and a lime (Dotsy thought she’d rather drink cough syrup than “this stuff”). 
I actually messed up and had Amareto with soda and lime, which turned out 
quite nice (not nearly as bitter). I’m still going to stick with the “cough syrup 
stuff!” 
 
I was very pleased with the food, Katherine was delightful, and overall, I liked 
it a great deal.  If you want a touch of Tuscany--it’s the place to go! 

        Dinin’ Out with Dotsy
   by JOHN HARRIS

Jeff Marti
Jim Moore
Walter Rankin
Marilyn Summers
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Why is July 4 a special day?

The Fourth of July is the most 
significant national holiday in the 
United States. It was on that date,
in 1776, that Congress officially 
adopted the Declaration of 
Independence. The Thirteen 
Colonies of America declared 
themselves to be states and no 
longer part of the British Empire, 
though the revolutionary war 
continued for some time after.

The reason we celebrate the 4th 
of July with fireworks is because 
John Adams wanted the country to 
celebrate their independence that 
way. He wrote a letter to his wife, 
Abigail Adams, saying the occasion 
should be celebrated “with pomps 
and parade, with shews, games, 
sports, guns, bells, bonfires and
illuminations from one end of this 
continent to the other from this 
time forward forever more.”


